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INTRODUCTION

The work summarized in this report covers two research topics. The first deals with a
feasibility study of the use of induction linac technology for the production of a multi
stage proton accelerator, while the second deals with the generation and application of
intense microwave radiation signals for use in a compact high average current electron
accelerator. The induction linac study was motivated by the objective of obtaining a high
current (several kA) deuteron beam of about 30 MeV for neutron production and also to
model the late stages of an induction linac system for use in a heavy ion fusion reactor, and
the latter study by the possibility of using ultra high power microwave sources developed
in our laboratory and elsewhere for the construction of an electron accelerator for use in
applications such as FEL drivers. In this report we summarize both programs. Details of
the results obtained may be found in the published papers, copies of which are appended
to this report.

Proton Induction Linac Studies

In this program we undertook an investigation of the use of induction linac technology for
ion beam transport and acceleration. A 7 kA proton beam was accelerated to 1 MeV in
an induction linac with an output impedance of 63 Ohms and a pulse duration of about
50 nsec. The beam was formed in a magnetically insulating geometry consisting of either
a full or half cusp. In both cases the accelerated beam was subsequently space charge
neutralized and transported along an axial magnetic field to a second gap for further
acceleration. Beam neutralization was achieved using a variety of techniques, of which
the most satisfactory used a gas puff valve to produce a background gas cloud in the
drift region while leaving the acceleration regions in a sufficiently good vacuum to allow
strong electric fields to exist without breakdown. In the half cusp geometry the beam was
focussed after neutralization and transport efficiencies approached 100%. In the full cusp
geometry the beam retained its annular shape and some beam was always lost to the drift
tube walls. In the presence of gas neutralization it was possible to obtain almost complete
beam transport after injection was complete.

Proton beam diagnostics were developed and applied to determine the transport efficiency
and other beam properties. These included nuclear activation to measure the total number
of protons in the beam and their spatial, but time integrated, distribution and a variety
of Faraday cup arrangements to measure the local time evolution of the beam at any
fixed location. The combination of the latter two diagnostics allowed us to independently
determine the proton flux and the degree of magnetic neutralization of the beam. Both
the degree of electrostatic and magnetic neutralization are important in determining the
beam transport properties.

The second acceleration gap and any subsequent gaps in a full scale device need to be
magnetically insulated and to be in vacuum. For this purpose a second set of coils to
produce the magnetic insulation fields was placed downstream of the first gap. The ac-
celeration voltage of 300 kV was applied about 40 nsec after the first gap was energized.



The time delay corresponded to the transit time of the protons between the acceleration
stages. The periodic need for good vacuum conditions makes clear the need for the puff
valve system to locally provide the gas required for the neutralizing background. In the
system using the initial half cusp injector the second gap was located at the focus of the
proton beam. The geometry was tound to be unsatisfactory for further beam acceleration
however since the cusp fields were sufficently weak on axis that we could not achieve mag-
netic insulation in the gap. The result of this was manifiested in a reduction in the post
acceleration gap efficiency to an unacceptably low level. As a result of this we modified
the acceleration geometry to the full cusp system described earlier. In this geometry we
did suceed in obtaining the required insulation properties in the post acceleration gap but
the beam transport efficiency was reduced as a result of the need to propagate the beam
past support struts for the cusp field coils. Our original plans called for putting the struts
in the shadow of those in the first (injector) gap. This was accomplished but there was
still too great a loss of beam to be able to scale the post acceleration system up to the
approximately 100 gaps which would be required for a 30 MeV accelerator.

Our conclusions of this study found that it seemed unlikely that one could build an
efficient 100 stage accelerator based on existing technology and that significant improve-
ments in beam neutralization techniques and beam dynamics control would be required to
achieve a viable device.

High Power Microwave Sources and Electron Accelerators

This aspect of our research program was initiated as a result of the development of ul-
tra high power microwave sources in our and other laboratories and the realization that
such sources may have considerable application in the development of high average cur-
rent electron accelerators for application to the production of FEL's and other very high
frequency radiation sources. Other applications of such accelerators include radiography.
High power microwave sources are also of interest in their own right with applications
including directed energy and HEP.

The work carried out in this program was initially aimed at the development of a traveling
wave tube amplifier which would operate in X band (8.2 - 12.4 GHz ). At the time
of initiating this work no such amplifier existed, nor was it obvious that one could be
fabricated. During the course of the program we have developed and tested both one and
two stage amplifiers at 8.76 GHz with gains approaching 40 dB and at power levels of over
400 MW. System efficiencies of over 40% have been achieved. Much of the work is detailed
in the articles appended to this report and we only highlight features of our results. The
above results are very exciting and impressive for a first device and raised the question
of applications, tuneability etc. To further investigate these devices we have developed a
heterodying capability to study details of the microwave spectrum of the amplified signals
and have established new techniques to measure the spectral energy distribution of the
radiation. One of the unexpected results was the discovery of sidebands in the radiated
power which were not due to trapped particles. They represent radiation originating from
a spreading of the particle energy distribution due to the wave particle interaction and the
subsequent growth of signal from noise at the preferred frequencies determined by peaks
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in the transmission coefficient for the traveling wave tube. This phenomenon has been
described analytically and has been identified in simulations using the MAGIC code.

Recent studies have been centered on identifying a means of suppressing the sidebands
either through the use of tuned cavities or by other means including reducing the beam
coupling to the structure and allowing for longer interaction regions. In the limit that the
tube is infinitely long the resonances in the transmission coefficient vanish. One product
of this work is the development of a theoretical approach to a unified oscillator-amplifier
theory. The theory correctly demonstrates, among other things, the sideband problem.

We have also completed a study of the use of dielectric lined waveguides for acceleration of
electrons, both in an effort to maximize the field gradient and also to maximize the beam
current. This complements an experimental effort to use such structures in microwave
amplifiers. The use of dielectric loaded structures has significant advantages in situations
where one wishes to tune the phase velocity of the structure wave in order to maximize
the interaction with the beam, either to increase the rf generation efficiency or for particle
acceleration. This problem proved to be very elusive in our earlier attempts to locally
change the wave phase velocity by use of adiabatic changes in the periodic length of
TWT's. In this case the wave phase velocity appeared to depend on the global detail of
the structure rather than being determined by the local conditions.

At the end of the contract period we had started on our attempt to accelerate electrons in
TWT's tuned to the velocity of light and had developed the needed diagnostic techniques
to determine the electron distribution function. Our efforts in this regard focussed on the
development of a momentum analyser using a magnetic spectrometer fabricated for the
purpose. We calibrated the device using the electron beam used to produce the radiation.
After substantial difficulty in getting the system adequately aligned so that the electrons
sampled traversed the spectrometer ( We can only take those electrons through the spec-
trometer which are on the central magnetic field line; all others will follow the guide field
to the wall of the vacuum system) we found that the spectrometer appeared to read an
electron beam energy which was low by about 200 keV. Since the end of the contract period
we have found that this was indeed the case and that the voltage monitor on the beam
diode had drifted out of calibration by that amount. Our current work is aimed at mea-
suring first the change in the energy spectrum of the electrons after the TWT amplifier.
According to simulation results the electror, energy spread should extend from about 100
keV up to 2 MeV and this spread is well within our capabilities for resolution. Following
this we shall start to measure the performance of a test dielectric loaded waveguide for use
as an accelerator.

Conclusions

The contract period extending from October 1988 through January 1991 has been es-
pecially productive. We concluded our study of a two stage proton induction linac and
extended our microwave investigation significantly. A major achievement of the program
was the development of the first ultra high power TWT amplifier and a complete diagno-
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sis of its characteristics. The experimental studs was complemented with both analytic
theory and simulation studies of the amplifier configuration. A continuing study of TWT
interactions is in progress and a new effort on the use of our amplifier as a coherent source
for developing a high current electron linac has been initiated.

During the three and a quarter year period covered by the contract a total of 9 papers
have been published on this work in refereed journals and 7 and 11 papers respectively
presented in conference papers and in oral presentations at meetings. The refereed journal
papers are appended to this report.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental results on the propagation and transport efficiency of a I MV, 5 kA, 50 ns

annular proton beam through a two stage linear induction accelerator are presented. The

beam is generated in a magnetically insulated diode and propagates with high efficiency

along a 0.6 T axial magnetic field to a second accelerating gap located 30 cm downstream.

The second accelerating gap increases the beam energy to 1.3 MeV. A full cusp geometry

provides the magnetic insulation in both the diode and the second gap. We report in this

paper an 86%(±5%) transport efficiency and an increase of 1.60 in the beam divergence for

propagation through the the post acceleration gap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an induction accelerator the beam energy is built up by incrementally accelerating the particles

through a number of gaps. In existing electron induction linacs several hundred gaps are used to obtain a

final beam energy of tens of MeV. The number of gaps is limited by beam losses and by increases in the

beam emnittance. The use of multiple acceleration stages requires that the beam propagation through each

stage should be efficient and that the beam divergence must be kept within acceptable limits. The largest

radial force in high intensity ion beams originates from any unneutralized space charge. Hence it is essential

to neutralize the ion space charge during beam transport. However, in an acceleration gap the neutralization

must be absent or the electron motion inhibited to prevent preferential energy transfer tc the space charge

neutralizing electrons. Both of these objectives may be met through the use of magnetic insulation to inhibit

energy transfer to the electrons while allowing the ions to be further accelerated.

In this paper we report on proton beam transport through a post acceleration gap where the beam

energy is increased from 1 MeV to 1.3 MeV. We summarize initially our previously reported results on beam

generation and propagation between the accelerating gaps [1]. New results on the beam transport efficiency

through a post acceleration gap are then presented.

II. EXPERIMENT

A schematic of the two stage proton induction linac used in this work is shown in figure 1. The output

from a 7 f1, 50-ns, 350 kV water dielectric coaxial Blumlein is switched through a 3:1 step-up, ferrite core

transformer. The output voltage pulse is applied across magnetically insulated diode gap and is typically a

1 MV, 50 ns (FWHM) pulse. The second accelerating gap is energized by the same Blumlein and delayed

in time by a 30 ns long transmission line. The gap is located 30 cm downstream of the diode so that the

time the protons take to travel through the drift region between the gaps is equal the electricai length of the

transmission line. The second accelerating stage consists of a single turn 1:1 ferrite transformer. The output

voltage across the post acceleration gap is usually - 300 kV.

An annular proton beam is extracted from the surface flashover of a lucite ring. The ring is concave

with respect to the A-K gap, with a 3.3-cm radius curvature to produce some radial focusing of the ion

beam. The ring has an outer radius of 5.3 cm and an inner radius of 4.3 cm. The outer edge is covered with

metal which in contact with the anode plate. The diode is insulated by a radial magnetic field of order 1 T.

This field is approximately four times the critical insulating field [2] for these operating conditions.

The magnetic field geometry has been developed using the MSUPER two-dimensional, interactive design

code. The diode and the second gap magnetic fields have a full cusp field geometry. The second gap
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magnetic field is generated by two solenoidal coils which also produce the axial magnetic field in the drift

regions between the accelerating gaps. The annular proton beam extracted from the anode emission ring

is accelerated in the diode to an energy of 1 MeV as the first stage of acceleration. The beam propagates

through the drift region to a second accelerating gap. As the beam crosses the second gap it acquires an

additional 300 keV. The axial magnetic field in the drift region of 0.6 T provides for magnetic confinement

of low perpendicular energy protons, with El. < 30 keV, within the beam radius. Radial electron motion is

also prevented by the magnetic field so that the electron space charge neutralization is provided by electrons

emitted from the drift tube walls at the input region, which then follow the field lines, being pulled into

the proton beam region by the space charge downstream of the diode. The co-drifting electrons provide the

space charge neutralization for the ions and neutralize the beam current in the drift region. In the second

gap the neuti-alizing electrons cannot cross the acceleration gap because of the cusp radial magnetic field.

In the gap region the full proton beam current flows and the electron current approximately drops to zero.

Beam propagation between the accelerating gaps as a function of conditions in the transport section has

been studied following the development of a fast opening puff valve system to provide the background gas

needed for the space charge neutralization [3]. A similar puff valve has been constructed and was mounted

behind the second gap. The puff system and results for the beam transport in this environment have been

reported earlier [1]. The timing for the opening of the downstream -as puff is adjusted such that the voltage

pulse is applied to the second accelerating gap as the gas front reaches the region of the second gap. The

released hydrogen creates a background gas density immediately following the gap of order 6. 101i cm- 3 . This

density is sufficient to ensure space charge neutralization following the post acceleration, while maintaing a

low gas density in the gap as required to avoid shorting. For a 1-MeV, 5-kA proton beam with 30-cm 2 cross

section the average beam density is 7.4. 1011 cM- 3 .

The diode and the second gap voltage are measured with potential dividers and resistive monitors

mounted in the walls downstream of each acceleration gap measure the total gap currents. The beam

current is inferred from the activation measurements and agrees with the wall monitor for a single stage

device and in the two stage device when gas is present in the gap i.e. space charge neutralization extends

through the gap region. The transport efficiency between the stages and the beam radial distribution are

measured using carbon activation techniques [4]. The targets are made of 0.08 cm thick graphite. The carbon

pieces used to determine the proton beam uniformity are divided into 12 azimuthal sections which cover the

entire cross-section of the drift tube. A similar set has been used to measure the overall transport efficiency.

The radial beam distribution has also been measured with a segmented graphite activation monitor. The

activation of two carbon targets placed at the beginning of the drift tube serve as a reference to compare
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the yields from different events.

The divergence and the beam rotation are measured using thermal damage in combination with a slotted

shadow box[3]. The thermal paper is also used to determine the beam position. Faraday cups are used to

measure the time evolution of the beam and to measure the net and ion current density [5]. Note, however,

that the cups give only local.beam current density which may vary substantially over the beam cross section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Beam Transport Between Accelerating Gaps

We have previously reported measurements of the beam transport from beam production through the

first stage of the accelerator for different conditions in the drift tube. The propagation efficiency and beam

devergence were found to be greatly affected by the ion space charge neutralization. In the absence of back-

ground gas a beam divergence of ed - 40(±0.80) was measured and the beam transport efficiency between

the diode and the end of the first stage was only 68%(±14%). The degree of neutralization corresponding

to this measured beam divergence is - 98%. The use of the gas puff reduced the beam divergence to a level

below that of the resolution of our technique (- 10) and the transport efficiei.cy increased to essentially

100%. For more detail on these observations see reference [1].

Second Gap Results

Beam transport measurements between accelerating gaps show that neutral gas is necessary to maintain

the beam profile and achieve good transport efficiency. A second puff valve system was developed for use

downstream of the second gap, and measurements were taken for three different conditions in the gap region.

The first set was taken with gas in the gap region and no applied voltage. Secondly, propagation through the

gap was measured with no gas or applied voltage. Lastly, operation with no gas, but with the 300 kV pulse

applied across the 2 cm gap was studied. Thermal damage patterns from targets located 2 cm downstream

of the second gap are shown in figure 2 for these three conditions. A close examination of these patterns

reveals that the beam injected into the gap with a background gas propagates without significant divergence

and the beam is not in contact with the drift tube walls after propagation across the cusp field. For vacuum

conditions in the gap the btamn is seen to be in contact with the wall downstream of the second gap.

For the same three conditions radial profiles were measured with the carbon activation technique. The

results are shown in figure 3. The radial beam profile is well maintained across the gap when this region is

filled with gas but no acceleration voltage is applied. The beam , ofile remains peaked within the original

anode emission region. Transport efficiency across the gap is 100% under these conditions, with a shot-to-

shot variation of - 11%. In this case the resistive wall monitor records a current consistent with that inferred
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from the activation measurements.

For the case with no applied voltage and no gas filling of the gap from the puff valve the counts on

the outer two targets are approximately equal showing that the beam is expanding radially as it propagates

through the gap (see fig. 3 middle). The divergence downstream of the second gap, measured at the outer

edge of the beam, is ed ;t 1,6"(±0.7"). The transport efficiency for this case is 71%(±13%).

When the 300 kV pulse is applied across the second the beam radial profile again shows that the beam is

expanding radially. The divergence downstream of the gap is similar to the case where no voltage is applied.

However, it should be noted that the counts close to the drift tube wall are significantly higher than without

an applied voltage in the gap. This is reflected in the higher transport efficiency of 86%(±5%) under these

conditions. It appears that the outer edges of the beam undergo some focusing due to the electric field in

the region. In this condition the wall monitor indicates a current up to 50% greater than the beam current

inferred from the activation data, indicating that there is either a loss of beam to the wall or some electron

flow across the acceleration gap. The transport efficiency across the gap for three different conditions is

shown in figure 4.

For all conditions the proton beam currents transported across the 2 cm gap were in the 3- 5 kA range.

IV. DISCUSSION

Measurements of beam transport through the drift region show that the proton beam diverges at an

angle of - 40 corresponding to a 98.3% space charge neutralization. With the use of the gas puff valve the

divergence is unmeasureable (_< 0.80) and the neutralization is > 99.9%. The beam acquires the neutralizing

electrons throut;h emission from the conducting walls at the entrance to the drift region where the magnetic

field lines have radial component. However, the emission is space charge limited [6] and thus there must exist

a finite electric electric field between the beam and the conducting wall of the drift tube to cause such an

emission. In what follows we present a summary of possible factors which could account for the differences

in beam transport in the three cases examined.

Injection of the beam into the gas fill from the puff valve creates a plasma by ionization of background

gas. The plasma fills the space occupied by the beam and partially fills the region between between the

beam and the conducting boundaries. This provides a good electrical connection between the beam and the

wall and hence increases the degree of neutralization that can be achieved.

The transport efficiency across the second gap and the radial activation profiles fit the picture presented

above. The presence of the gas in the gap region provides good neutralization for the beam and the beam

profile does not change while it propagates through this region. This is reflected in the transport efficiency for
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these conditions, which is 100%. Radial profiles for the beam before and after the gap also show very similar

distributions. The background plasma created in the cusp compensates for the loss of co-drifting electrons

which cannot readily flow across the radial magnetic field in the gap. The plasma allows to propagate the

beam through the cusp without distortion. A similar phenomenon has been reported by Busby et al. [6].

Propagation of the beam through the cusp when there is no background gas is not complete. As

the beam approaches the cusp, neutralizing co-drifting electrons are affected by a radial component of the

magnetic field. The simplest assumption is that the electrons have to follow the magnetic field lines. This

results in negative electron charge movement to the walls, and a consequent lack of the neutralization which

is especially pronounced at the inner parts of the beam. The resulting radial electric field increases the

beam divergence to ; 1.60(+0.7°). The measured radial beam profiles taken behind the gap and the beam

divergence at the outer edge of the beam are consistent. The measured transport efficiency across the gap

for these conditions is 71%(±13%).

Application of voltage to the second accelerating gap under conditions such that the gas from the puff

valve does not fill the gap, but has a sufficiently high density immediately adjacent it so that neutralization

downstream of the gap can occur improved the transport efficiency from 71%(±13%) to 86%(±5%). The

improved efficiency may be due to focusing properties of the accelerating gap [7] and to better neutralization

by the electrons emitted from the cathode side. Focusing forces come from the applied electric field induced

by the application of the voltage and from the current flowing through the gap. The radial component of

the applied electric field, which is initially focussing and then defocussing, has been calculated at the outer

radius of the beam but in the absence of the beam. The net force is focussing since the particle velocity

is lower in the first half of the gap than in the second half where the fields defocus the ions. We use this

to estimate the change in radial velocity of a proton in traversing the gap. An identical change in velocity

would be produced by a uniform inward directed radial field of - 7 ky/cm. Further focusing is produced

by azimuthal magnetic field Be in the gap due to the beam current. The Lorentz force, for the given beam

velocity is equivalent, as regards focussing, to a radial electric field of :- 4 kV/cm. A further enhancement

in the beam focussing may be due to leakage current across the acceleration gap. However, we are not able

to estimate to what degree these electrons affect the ion beam neutralization or dynamics as we have no

detailed knowledge of their trajectories..

V. CONCLUSIONS

Proton beam generation and transport through a two-stage linear induction accelerator using a full cusp

magnetic field geometry in both accelerating gaps has been accomplished experimentally. Efficient transport

6



between the gaps depends on space charge neutralization arising from electron emission at the entrance to

the solenoidal magnetic field region. The neutralization is sufficient to transport the beam to the second gap

if a fast opening puff valve is used to provide background plasma in and adjacent to the beam channel. The

beam divergence in the drift region for puff conditions is below 10 and the transport efficiency is • 99%.

The annular proton beam profile is maintained over the 30 cm transport section of the experiment to the

second accelerating gap.

The beam profile after post acceleration and the beam transport efficiency across Jhe second gap depend

strongly on conditions in the gap region. In the case of the gas filled gap, transport efficiency is - 100%

and the beam divergence is below the resolution level. Beam space charge for these conditions is neutralized

to within 0.03% in the gap region allowing efficient transport and maintainence of the radial beam profile.

With a plasma filling this region, however, it is not possible to apply the 300 kV pulse without shorting the

accelerating gap, i.e. we cannot maintain the post acceleration voltage with gas in the gap.

In the absence of a gas fill in the second gap the transport efficiency is 71%(h13%) without the applied

voltage. With the puff valve used but with only the background gas density in the gap an 86%(±5%) efficiency

was obtained when a 300 kV pulse was applied. The beam divergence under both sets of conditions was

- 1.60. Note that there is, however, enhanced focussing when the voltage is applied as evidenced by the

more sensitive measurement of the transport efficiency which increases when the field is applied. Significant

improvements are needed in post-accelerating gap transport efficiency and reductions in the gap leakage

current to make a multistage induction linac of this type a useful device for intermediate energy ion beams.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic of the induction linac experiment. (1) ferrite cores, (2) coaxial Blumlein, (3) annular

anode, (4) Cathode coils, (5) first stage puff valve, (6) solenoidal magnetic field coils, 7 second accelerating

gap.

Fig. 2. Thermal damage targets 2 cm downstream of the second gap. Left pattern: gas, no applied voltage;

middle pattern: no gas, no applied voltage; right pattern: no gas, 300 kV pulse applied.

Fig. 3. Radial beam profiles from carbon activation measurements. Top: gas, no applied voltage; middle:

no gas, no applied voltage; bottom: no gas, 300 kV pulse applied.

Fig. 4. Transport efficiency across the second gap as a function of gap conditions.
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Analysis of a traveling w-ve tube tuned by a cavity
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We present a theoretical analysis of a system composed of two periodic structures separated
by a uniform waveguide section, taking into consideration the impedance mismatch at
both ends of the system. First we examine the effect of the reflections on the output gain for
a single stage system, i.e., when the uniform waveguide is not present. It is shown that
if the product of the gain Ind the reflection coefficients is of order of unity, the output gain
might be significantly smaller than the one-pass gain as calculated by ignoring
reflections. Introducing the uniform waveguide section, additional reflections occur from the
two new planes of impedance mismatch. However, a proper location of these planes
generates a wave, in the first slow wave structure, that practically may cancel the wave reflected
toward the input end. The principle is similar to quarter wavelength tuning in transmission
line or optical systems. The main difference is the fact that the electrons may have a
significant influence on the waves, affecting the tuning condition.

I. INTRODUCTION bandwidth of the cold structure but is also a result of an

The reflections due to impedance mismatch in travel- increased amount of noise induced in the amplifier.

ing wave tube (T'WT) amplifiers can be of great signifi- In the present paper we consider a system that consists

cance in the interaction process. It was shown both of two slow wave structures (SWS) separated by a section
experimentally: and theoretically,' that these reflections of waveguide. At the frequencies of interest there is at leastcexperimentally' an d effectivedereeof the t bn thse T tis n one transverse magnetic (TM) wave above cutoff in thisca use an effective dec rease of the bandw idth. Th is w as ex- se t o .T ei a b h nd h s c nfg r i n is o u il z t e
plained in terms of constructive and destructive interfer- section. The idea behind this configuration is to utilize theenceof he wo wvestha areboucin beteenthetwo reflected wave in such a way as to isolate the high power atence of the two waves that are bouncing between the two

mismatched regions. Another effect of these reflections is the output from the input section. For this purpose. imag-

oscillation of an amplifier. This occurs when the gain is too ine a wave propagating (and growing) in the first TWT.

high. such that the amount of kinetic energy converted into The first discontinuity between the SWS and the waveguide

electromagnetic energy is larger than that "allowed" to causes to a wave to be reflected. If all other discontinuities
leave the system by the output mismatch. Ultimately, re- produce an additionai wave that has an amplitude which is

flections may cause the system to reach saturation. It is equal in magnitude but in antiphase with the first, then the
therefore crucial in high power TWT amplifiers to be able system is tuned. The matching mechanism is similar to
to control the reflections-in particular those from the out- quarter wavelength tuning, which is a we!! known tech-
put region of such devices, nique in transmission line theory and optics. However,

One way to isolate the input from the output is to there is one significant difference: In our case there is a
separate two TWTs by an absorbing section of waveguide beam of electrons present that may affect drastically the
which at the frequencies of interest is below cutoff. This EM field distribution as well as the reflection process. By
system was investigated experimentally'. 5 and analyze. this method, one can overcome some of the drawbacks
theoretically.6 The microwave power generated by a two associated with the absorption of the electromagnetic
stage TWT device was of order of 400 MW at 8.76 GHz, power in the severed structure described previously.
which is four times larger than that produced by a single The purpose of the present study is to analyze the
stage amplifier. 5'6 In this device, the electromagnetic (EM) effect of reflections from both discontinuities at the input
radiation amplified in the first section is absorbed by the and output of a single stage TWT on the gain. Further-
sever, while the space charge waves are not affected. As more, based on this analysis we suggest a method to reduce
these waves encounter the second TWT section, they in- this effect to a minimum. The scheme of the article is as
duce a variety of EM modes at different frequencies. Fur- follows: In the next section we describe systematically the
thermore, reflections from both the sever and the output system under investigation. The equations that describe
end, cause two waves of each frequency to coexist. The this system are simplified on the basis of a set of assump-
interference effect between the two waves in this section tions brought in Sec. III. The effect of the reflections pro-
causes an effective frequency selection that produces peaks cess in a TWT is illustrated in Sec. IV by analyzing a single
in the output power, asymmetric about the central fre- uniform periodic structure-without the tuning section. In
quency. Another outcome of this configuration is a signif. Sec. V we analyze the complete system and show how the
icant increase in the bandwidth of the system, from tens of effect of reflections is diminished. Finally, in the last sec-
MHz to several hundreds of MHz. This is mainly due to tion we discuss some of our results and emphasize the main
the presence of the absorbing material which increases the conclusions.
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[.d -- tl-1 approximation. Witi' the limits of this approximation we
STRc may write the soluti, in the input section (z<0) as

ebeam it r

A,(r~z;co) =Ao[eik + pe/kicp - (3.2)

SwLwhere A0 is the amplitude of the initial wave incident to
H our structure, p is the reflection coefficient, k,

= V(w/c) - (p1/R,)" is the wave number when no beam
FIG. I. The system under consideration. Two periodic structures sepa- is present, Jo( ) is the zero order Bessel function of the
rated by a uniform waveguide section. first kind and finally Pt = 2.4048. is its first zero. In a sim-

ilar way, the magnetic vector potential in the output sec-
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION tion (z > d, + d, + d,.) reads

The system under investigation is composed of two A-d
sections of corrugated waveguide of periodicity L and in- Ro,) P (33)
ternal radius R,,,. The groove width is w and its depth is

AR. These two sections have lengths d, and d,. In between, in this expression r is the transmission coefficient of the

there is a uniform waveguide of length d, and radius system. The central uniform section is relatively short

R--see Fig. 1. The EM energy is guided from and to this (d, < d',d,) and, since we can not neglect the electrons

system by a waveguide of radius R that, for the purposes of influence, the basic equation is

the present study, will be assumed to be equal to R, An v (3.4)

electromagnetic monochromatic transverse magnetic +
(TM01) wave oscillating at an angular frequency w0 is

launched into the system. The latter is driven by a pencil It is assumed that the solution of this equation has the form

electron beam guided by a very strong magnetic field. Its =+r)
radius R, is assumed to be small on the scale of the wave- A:(r.z;oe)=A()[ Ve-:I•d ) + R,,:-- J"]p 1 )
length. The total electron beam current is I. We shall dt- (3.5)
termine the effect of the beam on the distribution of the
EM field at various points along the system, trying to where if the beam is not present. A (:) =-A.

achieve maximum gain out of the amplifier. In the slow wave structures the magnetic vector poten-
tial satisfies the nonhomogeneous wave equation and is

III. GOVERNING EQUATIONS subject to somewhat more complex boundary conditions.
The solution of the homogeneous problem can be found in

Our first step toward this goal is to simplify the equa- literature.7 .' In this study we shall consider the same pa-
tions that describe the dynamics of the waves and the elec- rameters as in the experiments reported in Refs. 1. 2, 5. and
trons in such a way that they still possess the essential 6, namely L-=0.7 cm, R -= 0.92 cm. AR=0.8 cm. and
physics, but at the same time allow a quasianalytical anal- w=L/2. We calculate the dispersion relation to be given
ysis of the system. approximately by f(GHz) =.8.935 - 0.835 cos(kL),

It is convenient to determine the EM field from the where k is the wave number. The electrons are accelerated
magnetic vector potential A(r,z:t), of which, only the z by a voltage of 0.85 MV corresponding to an average ye-
component is nonzero due to the presence of a very strong locity of 0.92c. The frequency at which the wave is syn-
guiding magnetic field and the initial excitation of the chronous with the electrons is about 8.76 GHz-and this
TMo, mode. This component satisfies, in general, the non- will be taken as the operating frequency throughout this
homogeneous wave equation. However, in the input and work. Since the periodic structures are relatively long, we
output sections of the uniform waveguide, it is assumed may expect that only the wave which is propagating par-
that there is no net exchange of power between the waves allel to the beam will interact with the electrons. Therefore
and the electrons, therefore we may ignore the source term the solution reads
of the wave equation. Thus, for a steady state regime
A,(r,zr,) is a solution of A(r,zo) =Ao[A I (z)e - ik(z - di) + Ble*(z -d, ]Io(Ar),

(3.6)

V + 2 IA(rrw) =O, (3.1) for the first section (0 < z < dl), and for the second
(d, +d,<z<di +d,+d 2)

adopting hereby a phasor notation for the magnetic vector
potential, i.e., the time variation has the form e•'. The A,(r,,) =Ao[A2(z)e-k{z-dt-e)

frequency is chosen so that only one eigenmode is propa- + B2eik(z- d - ]lo(Ar), (3.7)
Sating, the remainder being evanescent waves. Moreover, it
is assumed that it is only the former which has the most where A - j/c2 - (o/c)02 and Io(ý) is the modified Bessel
significant effect on both the reflection process and the function of the first kind.
interaction with the electrons. In other words, the reflec- The variation in time and space of the current density
tions process is investigated using the transmission line is determined by the location and motion of each individ-
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ual charge. Assuming that the beam is narrow, we may is the interaction coupling coefficient: 7 = el d /6/nc1
average out variations across its cross s. on so that the and ( .... ) denotes the a ging over the electrons ensem-
expression for the current density reads ble. A more detailed way to develop of these equations can

e be found in Ref. 9.

" =- -- - Vi(t)cS[z - z,(t) ]h(Rb - r), A similar procedure can be now applied for determin-
i *a ing the equations which describe the interaction in the cav-

(3.8) ity. The only difference is the fact that the cavity is as-

where h(•) is the Heaviside step function, zi(t) and sumed to be short, therefore the electron may interact with

V,(t) are the location and the velocity of the ith electron, both forward and backward wave. The result is the follow-

Assuming that the guiding magnetic field is very strong, ing:

the motion of the electrons is confined to the longitudinal d
direction, and therefore both the location and the velocity d-ia(z") =a - (3.14)
of each electron can be determined from the one particle
energy conservation and

d e d I
-[y,(t)]= -( V,(t)E.[ r=0z=z,(t),t], (3.9) i(z-')- -• [a(:-') Ael'"( + c.c.]. (3.15)

where e is the basic charge unit. m is the rest mass of the In this case
electron and y, = [I VIC) 2 ]' - 2. The initial conditions -JI(PAIRfrR) 1 Ifco\3:,(t = 0) and V,(t = 0) associated with these equations A=plH,(:) H /2ptR,/R•) [(o/c)•]: a= -d
are assumed to be known. We may now simplify this equa-

tion. First. we assume that the time variations are entirely dHj
determined by the external generator-implying that a/at S=-- [pJ1 (pl) ]H-(z) d
=0. Next. we assume that the electrons are not reflected
back toward the input such that the time it takes the ith H, (w)= Ve - 114: - d, .,:- d,;. (3.16)
electron to reach a point: is given by f' dz'/V,(z'). There-
fore the phase between the ith electron and the wave is The phase 1,, is defined
given by C- w

S w ,=,( 0 ) "J dzV,(--.'" (3.17)

X1 = X,() + fdz'--' -k .(3.10)V()

Jo ViV(Z) For a solution of these equations it is necessary to
Since the transverse distribution of the electrons is as- determine the initial phases X, the initial energies y, and

sumed to be uniform, we take the average E. field in this amplitude a at the entrance of each section. These can be

domain. This is equivalent to multiplying the value of this known only if the coupling between the radiation field and
field on the axis by A( =2/j(A.Ra)/A/Rb). The resulting the electrons in the previous section is determined. Fur-

one particle energy conservation (Eq. (3.9)] now reads thermore, because of the reflection process, the value of
these dynamic quantities at the input depends on the out-

d I put of each section. These all are indications that an inte-
2 aei(z-) " - a + c.c.], gral (rather than differential) formulation is necessary for

where i=zid, a denotes the normalized amplitude of a self-consistent solution of the problem.

the z component of the electric field (a =
- jo&A40o4(z)d/mc2 ) corresponding to the wave that is

propagating parallel to the beam and d = d, + d, + d2 is IV. REFLECTIONS IN A SINGLE STAGE AMPLIFIER
the total length of our system. Let us now demonstrate a self-consistent solution of

Let us now simplify the nonhomogeneous wave equa-tion for A1 (z). It is assumed that the amplitude of the the equations for a single stage amplifier and illustrate the
role of the impedance mismatch at both ends. Within the

radiation field is varying very slowly on the scale of one transmission line approximation we can write for the con-
wavelength. Furthermore, both sides of the wave equation tissiof tinenappromponen of te forttfeld
are multiplied by rio(Ar) and integration is performed on th"uit efthe at com the maticn e
the entire cross section. The result can be written using the (the "current") at z=0, the following equation:
previous notation as 1 + p---A1 (0)e*dl + Ble- Ad', (4.1)

d whereas the continuity of the tangential component of the

,(Z-a,&(e -i ) (3.12) electric field (the "voltage") implies

where k1 (l -p) =k[A,(0)e'd -Ble-'J"i. (4.2)

I ( d)' 2 The fact that there is no cavity at z = di implies

arCk -R.,) It0(&R10 ) + (_(AR)(,) A1(d 1)=A 2 (d1 ), B1 =B2, (4.3)
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ind again imposing the continuity of the current and volt- .
age at z=d we find • ;.o - I = .5

.r_= 42 (d ) e - J d : + B ~e/kd2 (4.4 ) E = 0.1 .V m• 5 3

"f = 8.76 GHz /
_o0.00 - d =4t4L

"and 10 00

kr--k[A2(d)e- e2-B2e '-]. (4.5) • 20.00 , 0 "

* This set of equations relates the amplitude of the EM field 1000

at the beginning of the interaction region [which in the
normalized form is denoted by a(O)], to that from the end 0.00 - 000

a( 1) and the one present there in the absence of the beam 0.00 0.20 0.40 0-60 0.80 1.00
ao. Eliminating p, Bl, A2(d2), B2, and r we find that this d
relation reads

[a( l) - ao]p;e - 2 "=a(0) - a0, (4.6) FIG. 2. The one-pass gain and the efficiency aiong the amplifier

wherepo = (k I - k) / (k I + k) is the reflection coefficient
from one mismatch. Let us call Eq. (4.6) the self-consis- two pans separated by a "cavity," we can recover these 9
tency condition for a single stage amplifier. The normalized
amplitude ao, in the beam absence, is assumed to be d elce akad
known.prioritheamplitude atin the be s nc, is a d town bBefore we conclude this section we wish to make sev-

eral remarks. ( 1) The amplifier will oscillate if the denom-
and it should be solved iteratively, namely we may assume inator of -, approaches zero, i.e..
an initial amplitude a(O), calculate the amplitude at the
output [a( 1)] using first the dynamics equations [Eqs. page - 'Jkd=I. (4.Q)
(3.11 ) and (3.12) ] and afterward compare with the result
from the self-consistency condition. i.e., Eq. (4.6). The
correct solution corresponds to the case when the two re- portant in this process. It may determine whether the in-

sults are identical. terference of the two waves is destructive (ending up with
is an oscillating amplifier) or constructive. (2) We have ini-Neither a(1I) nor a(0) can be measured directly. It tias goe h nlec f h nsetwvso h

only the transmission coefficient - that we can measure out refletioiprces. cTkin these waves onstde

of the system. If we define the "one-pass" gain as the ratio
one may end up with reflection coefficients which are corn-

between the amplitude at the output and the input, i.e., plex numbers. As a result, the geometrical length of the

a(l) structure does not equal its electrical length. therefore we
g 0- , (4.7) anticipate that the location of the peaks in the transmission

coefficient [Eq. (4.8) or see Ref. 3 for more details] will be

then we can write the transmission coefficient i in the fol- somewhat shifted. For an amplifier operating at a given
lowing form: frequency we may ignore this effect. (3) Reflections may

indirectly cause saturation to occur. In fact, the results of
(1p)ge -s( the simulation illustrated in Fig. 2 indicate that the ampli-

"pI -- pe - 2rjk (4.8) fier is at the point of transition to saturation. In Fig. 3 we
present the one-pass gain for slightly higher intensities of

At this point we are in a good position to demonstrate the electric field at the beginning of the interaction. For the
the effect of the reflections on the total gain of the system. given current and length, the one-pass gain reveals a strong
For this purpose we consider a uniform waveguide of ra- sensitivity to the intensity of the electric field at the en-
dim RA - 2.38 cm. The reflection coefficient from one edge trance, thus to the reflection process itself.
is approximately equal to por= -- 0.13. Thus, as the one-
pass gain approaches I/Jp012, the influence of the denomi- V. TUNING AN AMPLIFIER
nator in Eq. (4.8) increases. We have examined the inter-
action process for d-44L, 1-1500 A. The longitudinal The missing 9 dB of power at the output is the fruction

: component of the electric field at the beginning of the in- reflected toward the feeding generator. The way to avoid
teraction was I[l =0.1 MV/mr-the corresponding ampli- this waste of power is similar to the case of a cold struc-
tude in the absence of the beam is I] -- 0.28 MV/m. For ture, but, in addition, we have to consider the influence of
the solution of the equations we have divided the electrons the electrons on the amplitude and phase of the radiation
into 64 equally populated clusters.9 In Fig. 2 we illustrate field. The presence of the cavity-as described in Sec. II-
the one-pas gain (in dB) and the efficiency. The calcu- introduces two new impedance mismatch planes from
lated one pasn gain was 47 dB, however, the overall gain which waves are reflected. One can design the location of
that we anticipate to be measured outside is only 38 dB, these planes such that the total wave reflected toward the

* Le., 20 log( i"I ) = 38 dB. The efficiency is 14%. In the next input end is canceled. In the present section we shall focus
Section we show that by splitting the periodic structure in our efforts on trying to cancel the wave reflected from the
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FIG. 3. The variation of the one-pass gain with the intensity of the electric
field at the beginning of the interaction region. Eliminating Al (d1 ). V. U. and -. we can formulate this

condition as

output end rather than dealing with the entire system. In - 2jpo sin 0(5.8)
other words, we allow the part of the power injected by the gze -• -po Cl - p0)cos ec - j( I - po) sin G (
generator to be reflected back by the input end (IPl > 0),

but no power is allowed to flow toward this end from the where 8-=rkld, and 69--kd2 . The self-consistent solution in
slow wave structure (Bia 0). The reason is that the power this case is found as follows: Both the electrons and the
reflected from the output end (including the cavity reflec- field are "advanced" to : = d, using Eqs. (3.11 ) and
tions) is of much higher intensity than the initial field (3.12). At this point the iteration process starts. therefore
when no electrons are injected, the entire information is saved. For a given cavity length

Our first step in this section is to determine the equa- (d) the system is advanced first to : = d -- d, using Eqs.
tions which govern the reflection process in the presence of (3.15) and (3.16) and afterward to z=d using again Eqs.
the cavity. Assuming B, = 0, the transmission line bound- (3.11 ) and (3.12). The one-pass gain in the second slow
ary conditions at the first discontinuity imply wave structure section is calculated. If the self-consistency

condition in Eq. (5.8) is satisfied, we found the required
A,(d,)=A(d,)[ V+ U] (5.1) solution otherwise, we return to z = d, and recalculate for

and a different value of d, If no satisfactory solution was
found, d, and d, are varied-keeping always the sum of the

kA,(d,)**kA(d,)[V-- U]. (5.2) two constant (44L). In this case the first iteration starts
At the other discontinuity plane of the cavity with the SWS from z=0 and all the others start from the entrance to the
we may write cavity (z = dl) as described above.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate the results from such a satisfac-
A2(d, +4dr) + B2 =A(d, + d4 )[e-i4 + Ue ] (5.3) tory solution for E=0.1 MV/m,I= 1500 A. The length of
and the first SWS section was found to be d, = 36L, whereas the

second is d2 = 8L. The tuning condition was satisfied when
kfA 2(d, +4d) - B2] the cavity was d, = 0.276A., long, where A, is the guide

kdd!+e[Ve-Jkl 4 - Udi].(5.4) wavelength of the EM mode in the c±'ity. This length
resembles the quarter wavelength tuning, the deviation be-

F'nally, at the output end ing due to the beam presence. The local gain depicted in
A2 (d)e - 2 + B20 -1"2=f (5.5) Fig. 4 reveals an "usual" TWT behavior in the first section,

and in fact, it seems that even in the cavity region the

and energy exchange remains almost the same. The significant

k[A2(d)e-'td2 + Bzi%] =kt-. (5.6) difference occurs in the the second SWS section. Here the
( EM field is first absorbed by the electrons increasing their

Based on these equations, our next step is to determine average energy---see Fig. 5-but keeping the energy spread
the self-consistency condition. For this purpose let us de- due to bunching almost unchanged.' 0 In the second part of
fine the one-pass gain through the second SWS section as the second slow wave structure section, the EM field in-
the ratio between the amplitude at its output and the cor- creases, again ending up with a similar one-pass gain as
responding value at the input, calculated previously. However, in this case all this gain is

A2(d) transferred to the output:

A2(d, + ) (5.7) r =g9ge 2 (e -c-- Pike), (5.9)
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3.00 the tuned amplifier as illustrated in Fig. 5. This clearly
* indicates that in the I r the number of accelerated elec-

- = 1.5 kA trons is smaller and/or the acceleration rate is smaller.
.. 00 E d =36 L- Obviously this explains the increase in the efficiency, and

d,= 8 L what remains is to relate this with the "unusual" behavior
A d = 0.276 X in the second SWS.

v to L.. For this purpose let us consider, for the moment, the
AY - cavity to be a passive device. The phase velocity of the

wave propagating inside is larger than c (for our parame-
0.00 ters oph = 1.2c). Therefore at its end, there is a global shift

in the phase of each particle corresponding to 6Xi = (k,
0.0oz/ 0.0 o4 ~ o •o - wI/V,)d,. Fast electrons have a smaller phase shift than

slow electrons so that electrons which in the first SWS were
accelerated may now, in the second SWS, be decelerated-

FIG. 5. The average energy of the electrons and their energy spread as until the phase shift is canceled. As we have mentioned in
they develop along the system. The vertical lines indicate the boundaries the previous section, this net acceleration process is clearly
of the cavity. illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. After this transient, the

bunches and the wave start again to grow together.
hence. Another interesting aspect revealed by Fig. 5 is the

behavior of the gain in the cavity. This appears to be al-
most unaffected by the fact that the periodic structure had

where g, and g, are the one-pass gain in the first slow wave ended. In our opinion the main reason for this result is the
structure section and cavity. respectively, fact that the cavity is short, therefore the averaging (in

space) process. which rules out the wave-electron interac-
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS tion in a long uniform waveguide, is negligible here. In

other words, effectively the c=vity acts as if it was an ad-
"The gain recovered by avoiding reflections was accom- ditional cell of the SWS. It is also interesting to notice that

paiied by an increase in the overall efficiency to about the electron-wave coupling in the cavity is directly in-
20%-see Fig. 4. In order to understand this process as creased by the gain of the first slow wave structure. This
well as the behavior of the interaction in the second slow fact is clearly revealed by writing the energy conservation
wave structure we shall now analyze more closely the in- associated with the dynamics in the cavity [Eqs. (3.15) and
teraction. In another communication 9 we have shown that (3.16)] in the form
along the interaction region, as the electrons get bunched,
their energy spread increases drastically. In fact, one can d [ 1 (6.1)clearly separate them in two groups: accelerated and de- T'Z ( F 2aa a_ 0 61

J celerated electrons. As the energ exchange increases so
does the energy spread Ay( --( - (,y)), as illustrated where P = Real(S) is the total power flow through the
in Fig. 6 for the interaction analyzed in Sec. IV. The energy cavity, which in our case is determined only by the power
Sspread at the output of a single stage amplifier is approxi- flow in the first SWS, therefore it is proportional to Igt.mpately 1.4, which is almost Iwice the value calculated in Although we have discussed here the operation of thisdevice as an amplifier, one may utilize the same principles

to operate a short accelerator. In this case a high current
( > 1 kA) low voltage ( < I MV) beam is injected in the

& 3.00 , . first section. Here the EM wave is amplified by the beam.
I 1This beam is guided by a magnetic field which is designed

1= 1.5 kA in such a way that it is dropping significantly in the uni-
2.00 E =0.I MV/m- form guide section. As a result, most of the current is going
Sf= 8.76 GHz to the walls. The fast electrons continue into the secondd L section where, again, there is a strong magnetic field to

S1.00 guide them. The phase velocity of the wave amplified in the
first region, is close to (but smaller than) q the structure
should be designed to accelerate one bunch of electrons.

Ay' The current in this region is significantly smaller (order of
0.00 A's), but due to the acceleration, their effective voltage is

increased and the system operates practically as a trans-
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 former. Two differences between the amplifier and the ac-

Sz /d celerator are apparent: (1) the cavity section has to be
FIG. & The average energy of the electrons and their energy spread as much longer in order to "release" part of the electrons to
they develop along the single stop amplifier corresponding to the same the walls. For this reason, (2) the interaction of the elec-
interaction whose gain and efficiency is illustrated in Fig. 4. trons with the wave in this region is negligible. The reflec-
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,ions process is very similar and the efficiency of the accel- tion, the fact that we are dealing with an active device
eration is largely dependent on t) amount of power implies that the effe, t loading is varying with the cur-
allowed to flow in the acceleration .. ion, i.e., how effi- rent, therefore its tun..ility is also current dependent. The
ciently we can avoid reflections toward the input section. damage of these two drawbacks, however, may be mini-

In conclusion, we have analyzed in this study the effect mized by the fact that the cavity length may be varied and
of the reflections on the interaction process in a TWT. adjusted adequately, as one of the former parameters is
From the self-consistent formulation of the dynamics of a changed.
single stage system we have calculated the one-pass gain to If broad bandwidth is not a stringent constraint upon
be 47 dB (at 1.5 kA) and determined that because of the the amplifier, then this device may have some important

reflections less than 38 dB will be practically measured advantages over the two stage severed structures. First,
outside the interaction region. The role of the reflections because no radiation is absorbed in the process the effi-
from both ends of the slow wave' structure was illustrated ciency might be significantly higher. Second, the induced
in the expression for the transmission coefficient r- in Eq. radiation power (noise) will probably be much lower,
(4.8). For a high gain device, of a given geometry and at a since the electromagnetic field mode does not have to be
given frequency, it is the phase of the one-pass gain which reconstructed (see Ref. 6) from the space charge waves.

determines whether the system will oscillate or will be
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